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DONATE 
$THOUSANDS$ 

TO YOUR SYNAGOGUE 
AT MY EXPENSE!

I have raised thousands of dollars over the years from real estate 
transactions that I have closed and given 20% of the net fees to the 

client’s designated charity or synagogue. 

Being a real estate broker for over 35 years in the top 10% nationally, 
you can contact me for a free consultation to discuss the marketing 

and selling of any type of property including but not limited to:

• 1031 exchanges • Rentals • Commercial  • Residential

I will get you top dollar in this market a and save you on fees (3.5%) 
during the Summer. 

Irv Tons Broker/SFR/SR S
Pointe Real Estate Inc
626-484-4048
irvtons@yahoo.com
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July 2021

Dear Greater San Gabriel and Pomona Valleys Jewish community, 

When JLife SGPV first launched, our goal was to not only highlight the local Jewish community, 
but also provide the greater San Gabriel and Pomona Valleys a Jewish lifestyle magazine that 
they would look forward to reading each month. For the past four-plus years, we feel that we 
have done just that.  

The magazine has featured articles ranging from interviews with celebrities (Gal Gadot, Marlee 
Matlin, Jonah Hill, Mayim Bialik, and Richard Dreyfuss), elected and governmental officials (Con-
gressman Adam Schiff, Nikki Haley, and Assemblywoman Blanca Rubio), to movers and shakers  
(Harold Grinspoon (creator of PJ Library) and Louis Deser Siskel (first Jewish Rose Queen)). We 
have worked hard to share and highlight relevant and meaningful Jewish content – both locally 
and nationally, alongside features like Kiddiush, recipes, the community calendar, and more, in 
each issue that arrived in your mailbox. 

Our Jewish Federation partnered with the publishers of JLife OC to deliver the magazine to our 
community. The arrangement allowed the Jewish Federation to help direct the content that was 
included in the magazine, while JLife handled the production and selling of the ads that are 
included in each issue.  Upon launch, we established a model that would benefit the community 
– we wanted everyone to receive the magazine free of charge without any subscription fee and 
expected to generate revenues through ongoing, sustainable advertising.  

For the past several years, the production costs of the magazine fell on the shoulders of the pub-
lishers with very little advertising revenue coming from the local Jewish community, even though 
major price breaks were offered.  
 
Despite all this, when our country was hit with the economically devastating pandemic, the 
publishers and the Jewish Federation decided to continue the magazine’s print run and mailing 
for the benefit of the community. This was done at a time when many other publications shifted 
exclusively to online versions of their magazines, given the decline in their ad revenue. Unfortu-
nately, the JLife publishers have reached a point, where continuing to print the magazine without 
ongoing advertising commitments from community partners, is simply unsustainable and undo-
able. As a result, a difficult decision was made by the publishers, in consultation with our Jewish 
Federation, namely, that the June issue was the final printed version. 

This decision was not made lightly. We know how much people have enjoyed receiving the 
magazine in the mail so they can flip through and read it each month. However, it is because of 
the relationship that the Jewish Federation and JLife SGPV’s publishers have developed over the 
years that our community will still have a monthly magazine … albeit in a digital-only version. 
Both our Jewish Federation and JLife SGPV are committed to make this happen. 

We appreciate everyone’s understanding and we look forward to continuing to provide JLife 
SGPV to the community in its digital format for years to come.
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BURNED 
BY YOUR 

STOCKBROKER?
SECURITIES LAW

CLAIMS AGAINST STOCKBROKERS
Stock Market Losses Caused by:
• Excessive Trading in Account

• Unsuitable Investments • Misrepresentation  
• Variable Annuities • Breach of Fiduciary Duty  

• Reverse Convertible Bonds

LAW OFFICES OF 
JONATHAN W. EVANS & ASSOCIATES

44 Years of Experience • Highest Avvo rating – 10.0 out of 10.0  
FINRA Arbitrator

No Recovery - No Fee
Free Initial Consultation

Select by peers as SECURITIES LITIGATION SUPERLAWYER
2007-2013 & 2015-2020

Call today for an appointment
(213)626-1881 • (800)699-1881 • (818)760-9880

www.stocklaw.com

CAMP GAN SHALOM
WHERE JUDAISM COMES ALIVE!

IN PERSON1:

July 19th - August 6th

(Weeks 6-8) 
Temple Beth Israel of 
Pomona 
3033 N. Towne Ave., 
Pomona 

WHEN? WHERE? 

To register & more info visit: 
www.jewishsgpv.org

2021

KEHILLA (K-5TH)

CIT (9TH-10TH)

AVAILABLE PROGRAMS: 
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Estate  
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Trust Law  

& Probate

(626) 793-6774
301 E. Colorado Blvd., Ste. 616 

Pasadena, CA  91101
mgold4law@aol.com

Serving 
the San 
Gabriel 

Valley for  
46 Years

Martin B.  

Goldman
Attorney at Law
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o nit  for thi  one of a kind e ent on nda  
pril   
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JOIN THE 2021 JEWISH 
FOOD FESTIVAL 
PLANNING COMMITEE 
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I have often wondered if I would have often wondered if I would 
be able to handle the challeng-be able to handle the challeng-
es people faced in the past and es people faced in the past and 
how would they handle today’s how would they handle today’s 
challenges? It sometimes feels challenges? It sometimes feels 

like, with all we have to deal with like, with all we have to deal with 
today, life must have been much today, life must have been much 
simpler back then compared to simpler back then compared to 
today. today. 
 Things even felt simpler 10 or 15  Things even felt simpler 10 or 15 
years ago. There did not seem to be years ago. There did not seem to be 
as much strife in the world. I know as much strife in the world. I know 
that there were incidents and situa-that there were incidents and situa-
tions that arose, but at the moment, tions that arose, but at the moment, 
they felt isolated and more like they felt isolated and more like 
an anomaly than the norm. I think an anomaly than the norm. I think 
we can all admit that what we are we can all admit that what we are 
facing today is a lot to deal with. facing today is a lot to deal with. 
The unanswered question, though, The unanswered question, though, 
seems to be, what can we do to seems to be, what can we do to 
bring about the changes we want bring about the changes we want 
to see and make them stop from to see and make them stop from 
happening daily? happening daily? 
 Take for instance the dramatic  Take for instance the dramatic 
increase of antisemitism that we are increase of antisemitism that we are 
currently witnessing. Considered currently witnessing. Considered 
by many to be the oldest form of by many to be the oldest form of 
hate, antisemitism has been around hate, antisemitism has been around 
for centuries. As Abe Foxman, the for centuries. As Abe Foxman, the 
former National Director of the An-former National Director of the An-
ti-Defamation League, once stated, ti-Defamation League, once stated, 
“Antisemitism is a virus without an “Antisemitism is a virus without an 
antidote or a vaccine. It serves so antidote or a vaccine. It serves so 
many masters for so many reasons.”  many masters for so many reasons.”  
 And yet there have been times in  And yet there have been times in 
history where it was not as notice-history where it was not as notice-
able or as frequently reported on.  able or as frequently reported on.  
 At one time, there was hope that  At one time, there was hope that 
antisemitism would fade away. In antisemitism would fade away. In 
1884, the first edition of the Oxford 1884, the first edition of the Oxford 
English Dictionary even exclud-English Dictionary even exclud-
ed “antisemitism” because it was ed “antisemitism” because it was 
thought that the word would have thought that the word would have 
a very short shelf life. As we know, a very short shelf life. As we know, 
this did not happen. In fact, many this did not happen. In fact, many 
people are comparing today’s sig-people are comparing today’s sig-
nificant increase to the 1930s.  nificant increase to the 1930s.  
 What is important to remember is  What is important to remember is 
that this hatred does not happen in that this hatred does not happen in 
a vacuum. Hate of all kinds is on the a vacuum. Hate of all kinds is on the 
rise. While people may debate and rise. While people may debate and 
focus on what has triggered this, focus on what has triggered this, 
what we are witnessing and experi-what we are witnessing and experi-
encing is people blaming others for encing is people blaming others for 
their misfortune and people now their misfortune and people now 
just feeling more comfortable to act just feeling more comfortable to act 

upon their fear of “the other.”  upon their fear of “the other.”  
 However, instead of putting all  However, instead of putting all 
energy and thought into what has energy and thought into what has 
caused this, we as a people, not caused this, we as a people, not 
just Jews, but every human being, just Jews, but every human being, 
need to look at ways that we can need to look at ways that we can 
help those who are experiencing help those who are experiencing 
it. For them, this is personal and is it. For them, this is personal and is 
impacting their lives. And the “they” impacting their lives. And the “they” 
I am referring to are not only Jews I am referring to are not only Jews 
but others who are having hateful but others who are having hateful 
acts perpetrated on them–either acts perpetrated on them–either 
physical or verbal. physical or verbal. 
 So, what can we do? Or better yet, So, what can we do? Or better yet, 
what MUST we do?what MUST we do?  
 We need people to stand up and  We need people to stand up and 
speak out against the hatred, all speak out against the hatred, all 
kinds of hatred—especially those kinds of hatred—especially those 
who are not the targeted group. who are not the targeted group. 
For the most part, Jews have done For the most part, Jews have done 
this and continue to do it. We saw this and continue to do it. We saw 
it during the 1950s and 1960s civil it during the 1950s and 1960s civil 
rights movement, we saw it last rights movement, we saw it last 
summer during the protests, and summer during the protests, and 
most recently this spring when as most recently this spring when as 
a community we expressed that a community we expressed that 
we stand with the Asian American we stand with the Asian American 
Pacific Islander community.  Pacific Islander community.  
 Now is the time for us to ask and  Now is the time for us to ask and 
expect those groups to stand expect those groups to stand 
up and stand with us as we are up and stand with us as we are 
confronted by this unbelievable confronted by this unbelievable 
increase in antisemitism. We need increase in antisemitism. We need 
them to recognize and understand them to recognize and understand 
that hatred against one is hatred that hatred against one is hatred 
against all. We need everyone against all. We need everyone 
to call it out for what it is and to call it out for what it is and 

demand it to stop. And we need demand it to stop. And we need 
people to have the courage like people to have the courage like 
Pastor Martin Niemöller, a German Pastor Martin Niemöller, a German 
and Lutheran pastor, who famously and Lutheran pastor, who famously 
wrote: wrote: 
 “First, they came for the socialists,  “First, they came for the socialists, 
and I did not speak out–because I and I did not speak out–because I 
was not a socialist. Then they came was not a socialist. Then they came 
for the trade unionists, and I did for the trade unionists, and I did 
not speak out–because I was not a not speak out–because I was not a 
trade unionist. Then they came for trade unionist. Then they came for 
the Jews, and I did not speak out—the Jews, and I did not speak out—
because I was not a Jew. Then they because I was not a Jew. Then they 
came for me—and there was no came for me—and there was no 
one left to speak for me.” one left to speak for me.” 
 In essence, everyone needs to step  In essence, everyone needs to step 
up when they see injustice. As it up when they see injustice. As it 
states in Pirkei Avot 2:16, “It is not states in Pirkei Avot 2:16, “It is not 
your responsibility to finish the your responsibility to finish the 
work, but you are not free to desist work, but you are not free to desist 
from it either.”  While our single act from it either.”  While our single act 
may not change the situation, it may not change the situation, it 
may (and does) lead to others join-may (and does) lead to others join-
ing. And together… our actions can ing. And together… our actions can 
make a lasting impact.  make a lasting impact.  
 Keep this idea in mind and encour- Keep this idea in mind and encour-
age everyone to do their part. It age everyone to do their part. It 
won’t eradicate the problem today, won’t eradicate the problem today, 
but it will help those being inflicted but it will help those being inflicted 
tomorrow by knowing they are not tomorrow by knowing they are not 
alone. alone. 

STAND UP AND SPEAK OUT

From Where I Sit

@JLIFE JULY 2021 7 

JASON MOSS IS 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF 
THE JEWISH FEDERATION 
OF THE GREATER  
SAN GABRIEL AND 
POMONA VALLEYS.

Hatred against one is hatred against all
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Life in Israel is not just about 
voting for a new government 
every few months. In between 
we do stuff. Like play tennis. 
A few months ago something 

wonderful happened on this front: Two 
men revolutionized the game with a 
simple rule change. I was one of those 
men and this is my story. 
  I started playing tennis almost half a 
century ago. But hand in hand with my 
love for the game came a fear of double 
faulting. My fear was essentially not of 
losing but of looking pathetic. It could 
occur at any time, whether I was winning 
or losing, and would often morph in my 
head into the following words: “It would 
really be a shame to hand over a free 
point now.” My anxiety would sometimes 
get to a stage when I could hardly toss 
the ball up because my arm shook so 
much. To say that I was not having 
fun at those times would be a great 
understatement—I was suffering.  
  Recently, my problem was getting the 
better of me in my tennis games with 
my friend Rabbi Lior Engelman (many 
of whose holiday teachings I have 
translated for this column). It got to a 
point where I was ready to stop playing 
with him. But Lior did not want to give 
up on our game, and frankly neither did 
I. We devised one simple rule-change 
that has made all the difference: no 
double faults. If your second service 
does not go in to the appropriate service 
box, you get to keep trying until it 
does (i.e. you get to repeat your second 
serve rather than your more powerful 
first serve). In one fell swoop, my fear 
disappeared.  Absent the psychological 
problem, I was left with the technical 
aspect of my serve, which is fairly good. 
Because of this, it almost never happens 
that I actually need to implement my 
rule—if my first serve doesn’t go in, my 
second serve almost never misses.
  It’s possible that after a year or two 
of sessions with an excellent sports 

psychologist, I could have gotten to 
the same state regarding the serve 
without my “no double faults” rule, but 
I’m not sure. I only wish that I had come 
up with my rule decades ago because 
not only would I have enjoyed tennis 
more, but I think that my partners 
would have preferred it. To check out 
this hypothesis, I contacted Steve Benz, 
Associate Professor of English at the 
University of New Mexico, and a former 
tennis partner of mine in Miami in the 
mid-90s. Unlike me, Steve was also a 
successful tournament player, moving 
on to Atlanta a few years later and twice 
winning that city’s championship for his 
age level. I emailed Steve: “Back in our 
Miami days, if I had asked you to play 
using my rule, would you have agreed?” 
Steve wrote back:
  “I would have had no problem 
accepting the proposed rule change. The 
main reason is that I never liked winning 

a point by double fault and would rather 
play the point--win or lose--than not 
play it. In fact, quite often in my tennis 
‘career,’ I’ve returned second serves that 
were out but close and kept on playing 
the point just because it’s more fun to 
play. I’ve even done that in tournaments. 
I guess my philosophy would be ‘Play 
on!’”
  Thanks for the validation, Steve. I 
will just add here that I think there is 
a larger lesson to be learned from my 
rule. If you have a problem in life, it is 
not always the case that you have to 
change; sometimes you need to change 
the presenting circumstances. Yes, Play 
On! 

8 JULY 2021 @JLIFE

WHAT TO CHANGE?
Lessons from Tennis
BY TEDDY WEINBERGER

VIEWPOINTS

TEDDY WEINBERGER IS DIRECTOR OF 
DEVELOPMENT FOR A CONSULTING COMPANY 
CALLED MEANINGFUL. HE MADE ALIYAH WITH 
HIS FAMILY IN 1997 FROM MIAMI, WHERE HE 
WAS AN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF RELIGIOUS 
STUDIES. TEDDY AND HIS WIFE, SARAH JANE 
ROSS, HAVE FIVE CHILDREN.

Israeli Guy “Hand in hand with my 
love for tennis came a fear of 

double faulting.”
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JEWISH COUNSELING 
AND REFERRAL NETWORK

elpi g you  the servi es 
 resour es you ee  i  

our o u ity. 

or ore i or o  
o t t i  ji: 

6 6- - 1  e t.  or 
ji jewishsgpv.org.

Come be a 
part of our 

community! 
For subscription or  
advertising info, call 

Mody at 949.734.5074 or 
visit jlifesgpv.com.

SGPV JEWISH LIFE 

WHAT’S YOUR NEXT
BIG STEP?

• Can I make it on my own?
• What can I do to make work optional?
• How can I invest to create retirement income?

We turn your questions into confidence—and 
create a clear path to tomorrow through trust, 
compassion, and integrity.

Your stress-free retirement hinges 
on answers to big questions:

CALL US FOR A 
CONFIDENTIAL CONVERSATION

949.477.4990
www.KleinAdvisors.com

Lauren Klein, CFP®

Founder and President

NAPFA Registered Fiduciary

4299 MacArthur Boulevard, Suite 100
Newport Beach, CA 92660
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In another “This-too-is-Israel-
moment,” the war was over. We 
climbed out of bomb shelters and 
safe rooms and returned to shaky 
post-COVID-19 classrooms, cafes 

and workplaces. Paper and fabric masks 
casually hung from our chins.  
 Israel—crazy, quirky, vibrant and loud--
was back. 
 Like many, I was having trouble settling 
down. Everywhere I went and with 
whomever I spoke, the mood was the 
same. Edgy. An allure of “future normal” 
was not grounding us. Coronavirus, 
Hamas, post-elections funk; we were 
more tuned out and turned off than 
ever. In a country the size of a postage 
stamp, I was choking. 
 Thus, we loaded the van, hitched up 
the camper and set off for, as per its 
webpage, a “boutique caravan park” with 
five-star showers and bathrooms. The 
pictures showed foliage, a lovely Israeli 
breakfast, pristine swimming pool and 
lush, verdant bike paths and hiking trails. 
Only an hour away from Jerusalem! My 
spirits lifted and I vowed to make the 
most of this luxurious outing. 
 Following directions, we entered 
a beautiful moshav (agricultural 
community), founded by Romanian 
survivors in 1951 after the establishment 
of the state. Ronney and I found 
ourselves in an alternate Israel: proudly 
secular, fiercely Zionist, politically liberal, 
cultured and content.  
 The “boutique caravan site” was owned 
by Oren and located in his back lot, a 
pitted and badly paved parking area 
outfitted with four “caravan” sites 
replete with pergolas, water and electric 
hookups, plastic chairs, Formica tables 
and fake grass. There was one unisex 
toilet and shower to accommodate 
the potential crowds, both situated in 
cleverly outfitted plastic garden sheds.  
 Everything was clean, but I wondered 
if “boutique” translates differently in 
Hebrew and English.  

 On Friday morning, the husband set 
off by bicycle for the Sabbath fruits 
and vegetables while I prepared for the 
upcoming day of rest. We had heard that 
there was a synagogue not far from our 
site (the backyard of industrious Oren) 
and Ronney was curious. He bemoaned 
not having something a little dressier 
than an aqua tee-shirt.  
 Within minutes he called to tell me to 
drop everything and come see what 
he’d found, but I declined the invite. 
Inaugurating shabbos cannot be 
delayed and plodding along paths thick 
with tree roots, unruly reeds and large 
lizards held less appeal than stoking the 
grill and transforming our caravan home 
into a holy space, worthy of the sabbath. 
 Even in 90-degree heat, the joys of 
diving into an eddy frequented by 
rambunctious Haredi teenagers and 
pot-smoking hipsters would have to be 
deferred. 
 Sunday morning, I secretly hoped 
that we’d make it back to Jerusalem 
before Ronney recalled his insatiable 
need to share more of nature’s bounty. 
I envisioned him hitting brow with the 

palm of his hand and shouting, “How 
could I have been so forgetful?” I would 
tsk, tsk, coo the words “Next time,” and 
secretly perform spiritual cartwheels.  
 No such luck. He remembered.  
 Invisible from the footpath, deeply 
green water appeared out of nowhere. 
My ears adjusted to both gurgling and 
roaring water that raced over the mossy 
boulders, which formed a barrier. A family 
picnicked on the bank while young girls 
splashed in the maayan (spring).  
 I entered the rushing torrent, balancing 
on slippery stones. In a trance, I lowered 
myself, becoming one with the dam. 
Water swirled about and my body no 
longer mattered. With the sun baking 
my exposed face, time disappeared. I 
had no age. No gender. No ethnicity. 
There was only His presence. 
 The drive home was quiet. A tacit 
agreement said that separation exists 
between the sacred and profane. 

10 JULY 2021 @JLIFE

INTERSECTION
When Earth & Heaven Meet
BY ANDREA SIMANTOV

VIEWPOINTS

NEW YORK NATIVE ANDREA SIMANTOV 
HAS LIVED IN JERUSALEM SINCE 1995. SHE 
WRITES FOR SEVERAL PUBLICATIONS, APPEARS 
REGULARLY ON ISRAEL NATIONAL RADIO AND 
OWNS AN IMAGE CONSULTING FIRM FOR 
WOMEN.

Israeli Scene “I wondered if “boutique” 
translates differently in Hebrew 

and English.”
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With fusion Emirati-Jewish dishes,  
a kosher chef blossoms in Dubai
BY ASMA ALI ZAIN

EXPLORE NEW WORLDS

Last year, Israel and the United Arab Emirates 
signed a treaty establishing diplomatic relations. 
But for more than a year earlier, diners in the UAE 
had already been finding their way to Jewish 
culture — via the home cooking of a South African 

expatriate. 
    Elli Kriel, a sociologist by training who moved here in 
2013 when her husband was transferred to the Emirates 
for work, began serving kosher food to Jewish tourists 
years ago out of her home kitchen. Now she has become 
the go-to kosher chef in the UAE at a time when Israeli 
tourists have begun streaming into the country. 
    Last year, Kriel launched Kosherati, which sells 
kosher-certified Emirati cuisine, as well as fusion 
 Jewish-Emirati dishes. And she opened a kosher pop-up 
restaurant in December at the Hilton Al Habtoor City, a 
Dubai hotel. Before the restaurant had to close because 
of rising COVID-19 rates, it employed three chefs and 12 
other employees. Kosher supervision was provided by the 
Orthodox Union. 
    “[For] those who wanted kosher foods, coming to eat 
the foods that they could get in their home communities 

[while] in Dubai was a bit of a waste,” said Kriel, sitting in 
the Hilton Habtoor’s lobby. “Because you’re a tourist, you 
want to experience the flavors of Dubai.” 
    When Kriel’s family arrived in Dubai, there were some 70 
Jewish families in the UAE and little communal infrastruc-
ture, which made it challenging for the family to continue 
keeping kosher. Kriel would fill suitcases with kosher foods 
like frozen meat and cake mixes when she traveled, and 
would ask visitors from South Africa to do the same when 
they came to the UAE. Once they were settled, the family 
started hosting dinner parties for local Jews. 
    Word spread. Observant Jewish tourists and business 
travelers sought out Kriel and asked her to cook kosher 
meals, which she would do for free. When the UAE held 
a high-profile interfaith conference in 2018, organizers 
turned to her to feed a Jewish delegation. 
    Similar events followed in 2019, and Kriel decided to set 
up a website to market her cooking. 
    “I got a call saying that there is a group of rabbis who 
will not eat a thing because it’s not kosher, and that I 
should do something about it,” she said regarding the 2018 
conference. “I then cooked for this group three meals a day 

Elli Kriel, a sociologist by training, has succeeded as a chef by fusing traditional Jewish and Emirati recipes. (All Photos Courtesy of Kriel)
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for seven days from my kitchen.” 
    While Kriel was building up a base of kosher eaters, she 
found another set of potential customers among local 
Muslims. Emiratis who had traveled to the United States or 
Europe and couldn’t find halal food often turned to kosher 
restaurants, which abide by similar dietary restrictions. 
Some developed a liking for traditional Jewish cuisine. 
    “They missed this taste when they came back to the 

UAE,” Kriel said. “I had two sets of audiences. I had those 
who wanted Jewish foods, not necessarily kosher foods, 
and also had those who wanted kosher foods, but not 
necessarily Jewish foods.” 
    Kriel had long wanted to try her hand at traditional Emi-
rati dishes, and began experimenting with kosher versions 
of them in 2019. When the pandemic began and Dubai 
locked down, she found more time to develop a repertoire. 
With the help of an Emirati friend, she exchanged recipes 
and began to create fusion dishes that combined Jewish 
and Emirati cooking. 
    One of Kriel’s offerings is the balaleet kugel, which com-
bines an Emirati vermicelli and egg breakfast meal with 
the Ashkenazi Jewish sweet noodle dish. Similarly, her che-
bab blintz melds the Jewish crepe delicacy with chebab, 
an Emirati pancake. And Kriel’s “bread of peace,” named in 
honor of the normalization agreement, combines challah 
with khameer, an Emirati spiced pita-like bread. 
    Demand for Kriel’s food has risen with the normalization 
of relations with Israel, as more than 50,000 Israeli tour-
ists flew to the UAE before travel to and from Israel was 
suspended due to the pandemic. Kriel hopes the influx will 
eventually lead to kosher ingredients being sold in Dubai. 
Last year saw her move from her home kitchen into the 
Hilton Habtoor, and she also plans to expand her business 
into Abu Dhabi. 
    “Within six months, of course, it’s going to be a com-
pletely different environment—we’ll be able to go into the 
supermarket, and you will find kosher products,” she said. 
“You’re going to have a section that says ‘kosher.’ So we will 
get there.” 

ASMA ALI ZAIN IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER TO JLIFE MAGAZINE.
Kriel, who is from South Africa, came to Dubai in 2013. 

One of Kriel’s desserts is a baklava cheesecake. 
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In new museum in New Orleans, 
familiar objects tell singular stories.
BY JONAH GOLDMAN KAY

SOUTHERN JEWS’  
HISTORY ON DISPLAY

Janis Rabin’s family emigrated from Poland, eventu-
ally settling in Bogalusa, Louisiana. For years, she 
and her relatives had kept memories and stories of 
their family’s Jewish experience to themselves, or 
shared them casually with friends. 

    So when Rabin entered this city’s Museum of the South-
ern Jewish Experience the day it opened to the public, 
she was moved by seeing her family’s history represented 
more formally. 
    “I look at the museum and it is such a beautiful represen-
tation of what it means to have your roots, your identity 
validated,” she said. 
    Like Rabin, many of the visitors on the museum’s open-
ing day May 27 were Southern Jews themselves, eager to 
find evidence of their family lore or share artifacts with an 
unusual collection designed to bring relics of Southern 
Jewish life out of the region’s closets and attics. 
    Unlike Jews in the North, who largely congregated in 

urban centers, Jews who settled in the South spread out 
across the region’s small towns and cities. The museum 
features large Jewish communities in New Orleans and 
Atlanta alongside lesser-known, but equally vibrant, places 
like Dumas, Arkansas, which had several Jewish mayors in 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It also highlights 
the fact that Southern Jews often found careers as travel-
ing salesmen, moving from one town to another. 
    In the center of the museum’s first room stands a ped-
dler’s cart filled with the wares they might have sold. The 
piece connected with many of the visitors, who related it 
back to their own family’s origins. 
    “My relatives were merchants and shop owners,” said 
Martin Covert, whose family came to New Orleans in the 
late 1800s. “The parts where they talked about commerce 
… really resonated with me.” 
    That’s exactly the point, said Anna Tucker, the museum’s 
curator. The South is a massive region and each communi-

An exhibit at the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience in New Orleans focuses on the large number of Jewish Southerners who became traveling 
merchants. The museum opened to the public in late May. (Courtesy of the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience)
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ty had a unique experience. So rather than set a singular 
narrative, Tucker used familiar objects to tell a specific 
story. 
    “If you didn’t know the story behind them, a lot of the 
artifacts here would just look like an everyday object,” 
Tucker said. “But once you start listening to the conver-
sations around it, then you’re like, ‘Wow, this is so much 
more.’” 
    The Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience is the 
product of more than three decades of concerted work to 
preserve the heritage of Southern Jewry. When Macy Hart 
started collecting artifacts from small Jewish communities 
in the South in 1986, it was out of necessity. As Jews in the 
South gravitated toward cities, these rural communities 
were at risk of being forgotten.  
    As a last-ditch effort, community leaders would ask Hart 
to take their ritual objects and Judaica. There are also more 
unorthodox items in the collection, including a prosthetic 
leg that once belonged to a Russian Jewish immigrant who 
settled in Lake Providence, Louisiana. 
    For years, the collection was displayed at a small mu-
seum at the Reform movement’s Jacobs Camp in Utica, 
Mississippi—a town of fewer than 1,000 people, a 45-min-
ute drive southwest of Jackson. After the museum closed 
in 2012, the 4,000 items in the collection were put into 
storage. But people continued to donate artifacts even as 
the collection languished out of sight. 
    In 2017, a group of prominent Jewish lay leaders 
launched a $10 million fundraising campaign to move the 
collection to New Orleans, home to some 10,000 Jews, and 
give it a new permanent home. The museum’s three galler-
ies now occupy part of a nondescript downtown building. 
It’s a small space, approximately 9,000 square feet, though 
the museum has plans to expand as its collection grows. 

    Most of the recent additions have come from donations 
by community members who rescued them from closets 
and attics in their families’ homes. With so many items to 
exhibit, the museum plans to rotate the displays every few 
months so it can show as much of its collection as possi-
ble. 
    The museum has a form on its website for people to sub-
mit their items, but many of the donations came through 
word of mouth. In a section focusing on the Holocaust and 
World War II, Tucker points to a large photo of a group of 
people sitting in a field. The photo, she said, was taken by 
Paul Arst, a Mississippi Jewish man who was fighting with 
the Allies in Germany. The people in the photograph were 
Jews who, until the troops arrived, had been abandoned in 
a cattle car after their Nazi guards fled. 
    “This photo has never been seen before because it was 
tucked in a family scrapbook,” Tucker said. 
    Indeed, during the opening, Tucker was casually ap-
proached by several visitors who wanted to share their 
own family’s heirlooms or offer stories about photographs 
in the exhibit. 
    While many of the visitors at the opening had personal 
connections to the stories in the exhibition, the goal of 
the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience is to be 
an educational resource for both Jews and non-Jews. Jay 
Tanenbaum, the chair of the museum’s board, said he ex-
pects about 30,000 guests annually, most of whom will not 
be Jewish. As part of the permanent exhibition, there is a 
section dedicated to Jewish terms and practices. 
    “We want to educate visitors about who we are as South-
ern Jews and how we are part of the American communi-
ty,” Tanenbaum said. “At the end of the day, education is 
always the best way to fight antisemitism.” 
JONAH GOLDMAN KAY IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER TO JLIFE MAGAZINE.

New Orleans is a town as rich in culture as it is in experiences.
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The Jewish history of Bazooka bubble gum
BY JOANNA O’LEARY

CHEW ON THIS

Chew on this: One of America’s most iconic gum 
brands was originally a Jewish-owned tobacco 
business.   
    In 1891, Morris Chigorinsky emigrated from 
Russia to the United States, where in the early 

1900s he assumed control of the American Leaf Tobacco 
Company. But by 1938—by then Chigorinsky had changed 
his surname to Shorin—the business was flailing. His four 
sons decided to save the family from certain penury by 
starting a new penny candy business, Topps Chewing Gum 
Inc., with the name borrowed from an eponymous Chatta-
nooga candy company they purchased.   
    Following the end of World War II, the Shorin brothers—
Abram, Ira, Joseph and Philip—aggressively set about sup-
planting their then-dominant competitor, Dubble Bubble, 
manufactured by Fleer, through the launch of Bazooka 
Bubble Gum. The gum cleverly capitalized on the nation’s 
postwar patriotic pride in the wake of their recent victory, 
not only via its name (derived from the rocket-propelled 
weapon invented and deployed by American troops) but 
also through its red, white and blue packaging.  
    The product sold well, but in 1953, Topps made an 

alteration to the design that proved to be a game changer: 
the inclusion of small comic strips starring Bazooka Joe, a 
swashbuckling kid who donned a black eye patch and got 
into scrapes and adventures with his crew of streetwise 
companions. The wrappers—ultimately there were over 
1,500 manufactured—also featured fortunes and immedi-
ately became collector’s items among consumers and can-
dy enthusiasts, who still vigorously buy and sell vintage 
strips on online auction websites. While the original flavor 
continues to be the bestseller, Topps has also introduced 
variations, such as Grape Rage, Cherry Berry and Water-
melon Whirl. 
    In 2012, Bazooka discontinued the inclusion of comics 
in favor of “brainteaser” wrappers and subsequently found 
itself in a sticky situation. Loyalists were displeased and 
chewed out corporate honchos for the most unwelcome 
change. In 2019, Topps responded to the call to adhere to 
the original look by issuing a Throwback Pack intended 
to be “inspired by the brand’s iconic original packaging” 
with “nostalgic 1980s graphics and Original flavor Bazooka 
Bubble Gum wrapped in classic comics.” 
    Testaments to Bazooka’s enduring popularity have bub-
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bled up over the years in sitcoms such as “How I Met Your 
Mother,” “Seinfeld” and “King of Queens.” The candy made 
a particularly sweet cameo in an episode of “30 Rock,” in 
which NBC exec Jack Donaghy (Alec Baldwin) erroneous-
ly and hilariously claimed Bazooka’s founder inherited a 
quarry of pink rocks, then baked them to transform them 
into gum.  
    While Bazooka continues to be cherished in many 
countries, the gum has amassed a particularly unique cult 
following in Israel. In the 1960s, Islico Ltd. began making 
Bazooka in Tel Aviv, which was taken over by Lieber Co. in 
the 1970s, then assumed in the 1980s by the food con-
glomerate Strauss-Elite, which continues to manufacture 

the candy today, in addition to snack mashups like Bazoo-
ka-flavored marshmallows and even milk. 
    “So culturally iconic are the strips in Israel,” The Jerusa-
lem Post reported in 2017, “that they even inspired one 
local artist to assume “Bazooka Joe” as his pseudonym 
because “he naturally connected with the colors and sim-
plicity of the comics.’” 
    Chomping at the bit to get a glimpse of some of 
these crazy toons but still hesitant to travel because of 
COVID-19? Those interested in Israeli Bazooka historiogra-
phy can visit a virtual museum dedicated to displaying the 
cartoons over the decades. 
JOANNA O’LEARY IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER TO JLIFE MAGAZINE.
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Helping Our Community Help Those in Need
BY DEBORAH NOBLE

SOCIAL IMPACT

A major disaster strikes—hurricane, flooding, 
wildfires, war. You want to help somehow but 
feel overwhelmed. Or something closer to 
home, say, a relative living alone needs mental 
healthcare or food assistance. Where do you 

turn?  
    Most of us know the Jewish Federation best through its 
wide range of education and cultural programs and social 
activities that bring our communities together: Camp Gan 
Shalom, the Jewish Book Festival, PJ Library, Every Person 
Has a Name, the Jewish Food Festival, and more. 
    Just as vital to the mission of building Jewish commu-
nity are two key Federation efforts that tend to fly under 
the radar. Both enable our widespread community to help 
others in need. Although our Federation is relatively small 
in staff and funding power, these programs achieve more 
than they should logically be capable of. 
    First is the Jewish Community and Referral Network, 
which helps anyone in need find and navigate local social 
services from rental and food assistance to counseling and 
healthcare. Jewish Federation’s Program and Community 
Outreach Coordinator Kim Banaji notes that this service is 
modest in scope but vital for those who seek it out.  
    “We get maybe 10 callers every two months,” Banaji 

says. “Usually we are literally their last hope after they’ve 
exhausted every other option. Often, it’s someone out of 
state looking for help with a relative here who may need 
care or at risk of homelessness, but is resisting help.”  
    Because the Federation office is too small for a Jewish 
Family Services-style center that could provide direct care 
or financial aid, Banaji works to connect callers to available 
social and health services and then personally follows up 
with them and the service providers, sometimes several 
times per case, to make sure they are being taken care of.  
    In addition to standard municipal and state resources, 
she also maintains a list of local Jewish community health, 
legal and other professionals who volunteer to provide pro 
bono services to those in need. “The most important thing 
is that when people are in distress, they can call us and 
know that someone cares and they are not alone.” 
    The other service initiative you might have seen, even 
contributed to, but not realized was an ongoing program 
is the Federation’s series of fundraising campaigns for 
disaster relief, now in its 11th year.  
    “We started this as a way to help our community re-
spond to specific crises and help others in need,” explains 
Executive Director Jason Moss. “People often want to help 
in a crisis but aren’t sure how and feel overwhelmed by 
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the size of the emergency.” The amounts people give aren’t 
usually a lot, but they add up, he says.  
    “As a community, we typically raise $2,500-$5,000 over a 
couple of weeks, and 100% of that money goes directly to 
help the people who need it most.”  
    March 2010 saw the first of these emergency fundraisers 
in the wake of the earthquakes that devastated much of 
Haiti.  
    “I decided to try it because I thought it was the right 
thing to do,” Moss says, adding that initially there had 
been some concern when he set it up that the Federation 
was splitting itself too many ways and couldn’t benefit. 
However, the community response to the campaign was 
heartening, and after a few weeks, Moss was able to send a 
check for $2291 to the American Jewish Joint Distribution 
Committee for on-the-ground aid in Haiti. 
    Since then, the Federation’s disaster relief campaigns 
have raised much-needed aid to help around the world, 
from hurricanes to earthquakes, typhoons, tornadoes, 
and fires in places as distant as the Jerusalem Forest and 
as close as last September’s Bobcat Fire. Moss says the 
Federation’s first several campaigns went through larger 
national efforts run by the Jewish Federations of North 
America (JFNA), but recently he and the Federation staff 
have directed our community’s contributions to local aid 
organizations where the crisis victims are.  
    The Federation’s disaster relief campaigns don’t just 
help victims in other regions or countries. During the 
Bobcat Fire last September, some of our own community 
members in the foothill communities stood in the path of 
danger. Because this disaster was local, Moss and the Fed-
eration staff looked for ways to help victims more directly. 
“We put out a call for money but also to see if anyone had 

rooms available for members of our community who had 
to evacuate.”  
    The Federation decided to send all monetary dona-
tions from the Bobcat Fire campaign to the California 
Firefighters’ Foundation’s CARE program, which provides 
$250 gift cards to help displaced victims meet their most 
basic needs immediately. Luckily, the fire did not do major 
damage in heavily populated areas but if it had, Moss says, 
“Some of those funds raised for victims of the Bobcat Fire 
would have been given to our community members. And if 
it had gotten even worse, JFNA would have reached out to 
me to ask what was needed locally.” 
    Part of the program is the Federation’s ability to vet 
these aid organizations, to make sure our community’s 
contributions are going to be effective.  
    “In the case of this spring’s snowstorms and power out-

Support received has provided food...

and temporary shelter for those in need. 
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ages in Texas, a community member here needed to help 
a family member in Houston, and Jewish Family Services 
of Greater Houston was able to reach them,” Moss says. 
“We were determined to have the funds we raised for this 
situation to go directly to help those affected,” he says, and 
Houston’s Jewish Family Services had shown it could do 
that, so he cut them a check for the full amount our Federa-
tion collected.  
    Linda Burger, JFS-Greater Houston’s CEO, sent back a 
letter that detailed the impact our Federation community 
made in their efforts.  
    “We were all so touched by the outreach you did to your 
community to support our community after yet another 
difficult disaster. ... As of last Friday, we had 329 requests 
for assistance after the storm. Our first steps are to replace 

food and water for families [lost] 
due to a lack of electricity. We 
are now helping people … fix up 
their homes, deal with insurance 
or FEMA. … Please extend our 
thanks to your generous commu-
nity. In Houston, after five floods 
and COVID, the winter storm just 
added to our community’s stress-
es, and to know that our ‘family’ 
was thinking of us and taking 
action that would help our clients 
is beyond comforting. When we 
are all there for each other, we 
are stronger.” 
    Moss says that Federation-co-
ordinated efforts to help those in 
need benefit our community as 
well.  
    “I think there’s a psychologi-
cal benefit to both the people 
affected by disasters and the 
communities that contribute. Vic-
tims know that people care about 
them. Those that give know 
they’re having an impact.” 
    “I think contributing to a cause 
like disaster relief through the 
Jewish Federation gives people 
the sense that they are con-
nected and part of something 
greater,” says Moss. “They think, ‘If 
others are doing it, my little bit of 
contribution will go a long way.’’” 
    Surprisingly, the stresses of 
the pandemic this past year have 
actually not dampened contribu-
tions to the Federation’s disaster 
relief funds. “This year people are 
giving more because it’s some-
thing they can do. They’re giving 
more frequently. Community 

does not have to be just local.” 
    Still, Moss and Banaji say they would like to build the 
community’s capacity to care locally for those in need, as 
larger Federations do. 
    “My dream would be to have an established emergency 
fund where we could help people locally,” says Moss. “I hate 
the fact that we cannot give people direct support when 
they need it most. I’d like us to be able not only to respond 
to crises, but to be prepared for them.”  
    For more information about the Jewish Community and 
Referral Network or to find out about upcoming disaster 
relief campaigns, visit the Jewish Federation web site at 
https://www.jewishsgpv.org. 
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DEBORAH NOBLE IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER TO JLIFE MAGAZINE.
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Family Off-Road Learning

I
t is my fervent belief that there’s more to an education 

than school! The longer I work in education, the 

more I learn from students who have benefited from 

experiences far beyond the classroom. The road trips 

to different states, the excitement of uncovering some 

part of history that they learned about in school, figuring 

out how to pay in a different currency or to navigate 

the underground across the world. These are life lessons 

that impact our intellectual growth far beyond what a 

textbook can teach us. 

  As an adult, I was stunned by the true beauty of Van 

Gogh’s “Starry Night” at MOMA in New York City. I had 

seen numerous renderings and photographs of it, studied 

it at school and then later as an adult and thought that 

I should go and see it on a recent trip to New York City 

with my niece. I was totally unprepared for my reaction 

to finally seeing it. I was mesmerized and sat on the 

floor, in front of the painting for a long time, staring 

and remembering everything I had learned, making the 

connections to my past, thinking about Van Gogh as 

he was painting and all the while hearing Don McClean 

singing in my mind. 

  Learning experiences, be they carefully constructed with 

education in mind, or random—taking advantage of the 

moment, represent some of the most impactful learning 

we receive. A student remembers the Revolution for the 

rest of his life if he takes part in a re-enactment, but will 

soon forget the sequence of events he read about in his 

textbook.  

  Tefillat Haderech, the Traveler’s Prayer, asks that we 

reach our destination in life, joy and peace. What is a 

destination without learning along the way? Is anything 

gained from an empty journey? As you travel with your 

families, take advantage of the opportunities for learning 

as they arise. Impart knowledge, share your stories and 

those of your ancestors, explore, ask questions and grow 

together. In the words of Debbie Friedman, “May you be 

blessed as you go on your way…………” 

Let the highway be your classroom.
BY SUE PENN, M.ED

SUE PENN IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER TO KIDDISH MAGAZINE.
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I 
recently celebrated Father’s Day—my fifth as a father 

of twin boys. We just celebrated Pride Month, and as 

a gay Jewish man, married with children, that means 

something. It was also my father’s 41st yahrtzeit, the 

anniversary of his passing. 

    My dear father, Khalil. Who sweated like a pig in the 

roasting Philadelphia sun growing peppers and tomatoes 

next to the house, dressed in what by today’s standards 

could only be called Daisy Dukes (it was the ’70s). Who 

made us believe for the first nine or 10 years of our lives 

that chickens in his home country of Iran gave milk that 

had magical powers. Who was first a beloved pediatrician 

and then a psychiatrist, but when it came to helping 

children get past their nightmares, prescribed sticking feet 

out from under their blankets rather than drugs. 

    My dear father Khalil went by Kelly to fit in in his 

adopted country. When I was 11 1/2 years old, he was told 

that he had brain cancer and would die within a few 

weeks. He informed his doctors and my mother that he 

had lived to see his first son’s bar mitzvah, and he would 

live to see his other son’s as well. He endured a year and a 

half of hell on earth and slipped into a coma weeks before 

I turned 13.  

    During my tiny ceremony in our living room, to the 

shock of family gathered, he opened his eyes and extended 

his arm to me during my Torah reading. He held my hand 

and closed his eyes for the last time, having delivered a 

message of love to his younger son more powerful, more 

profound than anything wound in the scroll from which I 

was reading. 

    He died in his bed just a day later. 

    My own kids were born via IVF and surrogacy 35 years 

later, in September 2015. Our wonderful surrogate went 

into labor during Yom Kippur, in what for a New Yorker 

and an Angeleno was the middle of nowhere: Oregon. The 

woods were so beautiful and there were no synagogues to 

be found.  

    So I brought up the machzor on my phone and chanted 

Kol Nidre alone among the evergreens just outside the 

hospital. I broke pretty much all the rules of Yom Kippur 

that year–but as a gay man I was used to breaking my 

beloved people’s rules. 

    Our surrogate kindly–though certainly unintentionally–

waited until after Neilah, Yom Kippur’s concluding service, 

Living My Father’s Dream 
As a gay dad, I embody my own dad’s dream as well as my own.
BY ALEX MAGHEN

4 JULY 2021 KIDDISH

Yanir Dekel, second from left, and Alex Maghen with their twin sons. (Courtesy of Maghen)
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to give birth to our wonderful boys, these boys who should 

not have been possible in this life of mine. 

    Parenting did not come easily for me. I didn’t grow up 

around babies. Mine and my husband’s families all live 

10,000 miles away in Israel. The first year or two were 

brutal, scary and lonely.  

    We started our podcast, “Daddy Squared, The Gay Dads 

Podcast,” four years ago as much to help ourselves as to 

provide support and community for others. We talk about 

how gay men can become parents, how it’s different to be 

gay parents and, so often, how it’s not different at all. 

    Anyone who has kids will tell you–and Lord knows, they 

won’t shut up about it–that as your kids grow up you’ll 

spend more and more time thinking back to your own 

childhood and your own parents. Thank G-d, my mom is 

alive and well and hoks me a tshaynik endlessly from Tel 

Aviv.  

    As for my father, I’ve spent a lot of time thinking about 

who he was and what my life would have been with him 

had I not lost him at such a young age. 

    My father moved to America from Tehran in 1962 to 

finish his medical residency and, most probably, to be 

“cool.” He met my mother, and when she brought him 

home to meet her parents, he insisted on pretending to 

be Muslim to drive them nuts. Then when they brought 

out some food, he covered his head and began to say the 

Motzi (blessing over bread) to great joy and, I believe, a slap 

across the face for torturing the people who would become 

his in-laws.  

    Neither my father nor my mother have ever been 

religious or observant. But their passion for the Jewish 

people–their people, my people–was everywhere, always. 

Their love of the Jews was a love of history, of warmth, of 

family; unconditional. 

    And so, late at night, while I sit in the rocker and listen 

to my boys snore, I answer myself so easily: My father’s 

discomfort with my homosexuality may have occupied 

some small part of his conservative Persian background, 

but to him his children were everything. We, too, were his 

“people”; unconditional. 

    My boys are fluent in English and Hebrew, and spend 

their days with other little Jewish boys and girls in a school 

that embraces them and their two dads and recognizes the 

fire that burns within us for our people and our people’s 

future. 

    So it would seem that all of this is possible. I can be a 

gay man, a husband, a loving father, a loyal son, a devoted 

Jew and lover of Israel. I can live my own dream–and my 

father’s. 

    I still pray that the feeblest echo of my father’s love 

reverberates in how I raise my children, so they may be as 

blessed as was I, but I can’t imagine how this is possible. 

In the meantime, I’m going to try and learn to grow 

vegetables. 

BEN SALES IS A TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERTAINMENT EXECUTIVE IN LOS ANGELES. HE AND 

HIS HUSBAND HAVE 5-YEAR-OLD TWIN BOYS WHO ATTEND TEMPLE ISRAEL OF HOLLYWOOD 

SCHOOL. TOGETHER THEY HOST “DADDY SQUARED, THE GAY DADS PODCAST.”

Alex Maghen’s father, Khalil Maghen, moved to America from  
Teheran in 1962. (Courtesy Alex Maghen)
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Kosher Dog

BE OUR NEXT WINNER!  
 
Our pets are definitely part of our families, and here at 
Kiddish magazine we want to know what your four-legged 
friends are up to. Please send a picture of your pooch to 
editorjlife@gmail.com and tell us what they love to do in our 
wonderful SGPV neighborhood (a picture at the location is 
even better). Pictures of kitties are welcome too! We’ll pick a 
winner each month and put their picture in the magazine.

This our pride & joy “Hobie Cat.” He is a 
Chocolate Point Siamese that joined our 
family at the end of 2020. It was perfect 

timing for us with the lock downs keeping us 
stuck at home. Hobie instantly brought joy to 
the house and has kept us on our toes ever 
since. He came all the way from Kentucky and 
brought his hunting instincts with him. His 
favorite past time is hunting lizards in our 
enclosed patio in the backyard every morning 
and he loves to bring us his “presents.”  
 — Brian & Tina 

 

Coat Length: Shorthair
Characteristics: Long, slender body with 
color at the points – chocolate, seal, blue 
and lilac; long slender legs; long wedge 
shaped head 
Personality: Vocal, affectionate, active; can 
be insistent 
 Siamese have fascinated people around 
the world since they were first officially 
exported from Thailand, or, as it was known 
then, Siam, in the late 1800s. Their sleek 
lines, striking color contrast, finely chiseled 
aristocratic heads, deep blue almond 
eyes, and short silky coats make them 
living art. Combine this beauty with acute 
intelligence, inquisitive personality, and a 
loving nature, and you have the essence of 
the Siamese cat.
    This ancient breed is able to 
communicate like no other. The Siamese 
voice is legendary. They speak both with 
their voice and with their body. They are 
the quintessential “people” cat, for they 
love to be in your lap, on your bed, at your 
table—and in your heart!
    Seal points, still the best known of the 
four CFA Siamese colors, were the first 
to be recognized. With their seal brown, 
almost black extremities and their pale 
fawn bodies, they were sensational. While 
chocolate points, with creamy white bodies 
and milk chocolate legs, tail, mask, and 
ears did appear from time to time, it was 
the blue point that gained CFA recognition 
in 1934. The blue point has a bluish-white 
body with slate blue points. The chocolate 
point was recognized next. In 1955 the lilac 
point followed and completed the breed. 
The lilac point has pinkish grey points with 
a white body, which makes it most ethereal 
and delicate in color. 

Siamese Cat 
Fact Sheet
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SCHLOCK ROCK

ACROSS
1 B’way booth in Times Square
5 Companion of Thummim
9  Dip before 9 Av
14 Jewish start
15 “Meh”
16 Like some musical notes
17 Shlock Rock parody 
of...”Barbara Ann” by the Beach 
Boys
19 Hawkins of dances
20 Mortal danger
21 . ...”Shape of You” by Ed 
Sheeran
23 Dwight’s cousin on “The Office”
26  Sch. near Rocky Mountain 
National Park
27
...”Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious” 
from “Mary Poppins”
34   Music, e.g.
35 Rockin’ Turner

36 India’s neighbor
38 Washingtons
40   ...”Windy” by the Association
43 Pave the way for
44 Kind of
46 “Toodles”
48 Sort of sack
49 ... “With or Without You” by U2
53 When doubled, a fly
54 Fr. fraulein
55 ...”Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da” by The 
Beatles
60 Smooths out
64 “Sarah, ___, Brit Milah, Angels 
visit, Akeida” (Lenny Solomon)
65 ...”La Bamba” by Ritchie Valens
68   “I make sure ___ smile If my 
neighbor needs my help” (Lenny 
Solomon)
69 Second word in many fairy tales
70   Created

71

Supported in a dispute
72 Le Pew who’s a victim of cancel 
culture (seriously)
73 One way to get to Israel

DOWN
1 Snare
2 S Late Laker Bryant
3 Bygone ruler in Asia
4 If it’s on a kosher menu it must 
be mock
5 “Born in the ___, now I’m making 
aliyah today” (Lenny Solomon)
6 Burgundy with a popular podcast
7 “___ fire to the rain” (Not Lenny 
Solomon)
8 Awful idolatrous entity
9 Attack
10 Iranian leader who had much 
better relations with Israel than the 
Ayatolah

11 Trip an Iranian might make
12 Canal of note
13 Hurl
18 What one might do if they don’t 
hurl
22 Cape Town locale: Abbr.
24 Kibbutz near Kiryat Shmona
25 Teacher Krabappel on “The 
Simpsons”
27 Paulo and Miguel
28 “... but I could be wrong”
29 Developing, in a way, with “in”
30 Delhi division of society
31 Untruth
32 Malign
33 “...___ an Egyptian man striking 
a Hebrew...” (Exodus 2:11)
37 Kennedy and Cruz
39 Name that sounds like a cholent 
alternative
41 “___ im haGolan!”
42 Word with “do” or “cost you”
45 Alka-Seltzer, for one 
47 Fully committed
50 Any of the Florida Keys: Abbr.
51 Become allies
52 Steelers great Bettis or Gene 
Wilder’s real first name
55 Like the songs in this puzzle
56 Great Rav of the Talmud
57 Kosher organization, generically
58 See romantically
59 Excitement
61 Torah that’s now written
62 Zip
63 Writer Silverstein
66 Swabbing need
67 Gaza to Jerusalem Dir.

JUNE ANSWERS
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HINT: 
55 ACROSS
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 COOKING
JEWISH Lifestyle

Tahini BBQ Lamb Chops Tahini BBQ Lamb Chops 
with Fresh Plums and with Fresh Plums and 
Spiced Plum SauceSpiced Plum Sauce

Summer ‘tours’ 
sample best 

cooking over fire. 

BY JUDY BART KANCIGOR

FROM GRILL 
HOUSE TO 

KEBAB JOINT
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Feeling as if you’ve been 
let out of a cage? While 
the pandemic is far from 
over, many of us are 
itching to travel again 

after our year-long-plus confine-
ment. Even bears hibernate for 
only six months!  
   If economics or merely an 
abundance of caution are 
thwarting your travel plans, 
embark on a five-city tour to 
Alexandria, Egypt; Amman, 
Jordan; Acre, Israel; Izmir, Turkey; 
and Thessaloniki, Greece, with 
London-based wife and husband 
team Sarit Packer and Itamar 
Srulovich whose new, beauti-
fully photographed cookbook 
“Chasing Smoke: Cooking Over 
Fire Around the Levant” (Pavilion 
Books, $35) captures the flavors 
of the best fire-fueled eateries in 
the area, from the greatest grill 
houses to the humblest roadside 
kebob joints.  
    From their travels you get not 
only the recipes they’ve col-
lected, but the stories of their 
meanderings through the cities’ 
markets, their adventurous taxi 
rides and their visits to restau-
rants and back street stalls as 
well as their observations about 
the culinary culture of these 
Middle Eastern destinations. 

    Keep your notes handy; wheth-
er you’re cooking a weekday 
dinner or company feast, you’ll 
be flagging many flavor-packed 
recipes, such as grilled peaches 
with almond tahini and charred 
endive, whole burnt chicken 
kofta with tzatziki and flatbread, 
Aubergine with charred egg 
yolk, tahini and chili sauce, and, 
just in time for summer, grilled 
stone fruits with rosemary and 
rose syrup.  
    Afraid of fire? Almost every 
recipe is accompanied by direc-
tions for recreating it indoors.   
   For the Tahini BBQ Lamb 

Chops, the pair recommends 
purchasing well-trimmed racks 
of lamb without much fat. “Be 
forewarned, though: there will 
be a fair amount of smoke while 
cooking these, so they are best 
grilled outside,” they advise. 
    “We use tahini in a few differ-
ent versions of BBQ sauce, as 
the sesame paste lends itself so 
well to roasted meats, adding a 
rich, nutty note. Here we include 
anchovies for a savory touch 
and pomegranate molasses for 
sweetness. The accompanying 
plum sauce is like a chutney or 
Chinese plum sauce, with its 
sweet, sour and spicy flavors. 
It partners perfectly with these 
rich BBQ chops, and also works 
amazingly with a simple roast 
chicken or duck.”  
   Why “fly” home nonstop when 
we can layover in Paris where 
renowned cookbook author and 
baker Dorie Greenspan makes 
her part-time home? The recipes 
in her 10th cookbook, “Baking 
Chez Moi” (Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt, $40) come from sev-
eral different regions in France 
along with the chic patisseries 
of Paris, but have no fear: “As 
much as the haute couture side 
of French pastry fascinates me, 
it’s the simple sweets I long for,” 
she writes. “They’re the ones I 
bake almost every day, whether 
I’m in my kitchen in New York or 
Paris. Many of them have roots 
as deep as those of the pastries 
once made for royalty, but their 
recipes are the stuff of daily life, 
their ingredients are at hand, 
and the skills needed to make 
them are within the reach of all 
home bakers, even beginners.”   
    Molten chocolate or lava cakes 
became popular in the 1980s 
and are still much loved. But 
did you know they have French 
roots?  
    “As near as I can tell, the first 

cake of this kind was created by 
Michel Bras, an extraordinary 
chef from the central region of 
France,” Greenspan notes. “The 
original Bras cake – beautifully 
diagrammed in his published 
notebooks – was made with a 
thoroughly frozen small choc-
olate truffle in its middle. The 
cake baked, but the truffle didn’t 
have enough time in the oven 
to melt and then re-solidify, so 
it created the ‘molten lava’ that 
flowed from the cake at first cut. 
These little cakes use a similar 
technique to achieve their mol-
ten-ness: they have chunks of 
chocolate in their centers, which 
melt while the batter bakes itself 
into a cake. The success of the 
recipe depends on the choco-
late: choose one that makes you 
happy when you eat it straight 
up.” 
   For variety, Greenspan sug-
gests using white or milk choco-
late chunks in the center or even 
fruit: “Berries are perfect here – 
mash them, freeze them and add 
a spoonful to each cake, or use 
frozen berry coulies. Or return 
to chef Bras’ original idea: put a 
small frozen chocolate truffle in 
each cake.”  

JLIFE FOOD EDITOR JUDY BART KANCIGOR IS 
THE AUTHOR OF “COOKING JEWISH” (WORKMAN) 
AND “THE PERFECT PASSOVER COOKBOOK” (AN 
E-BOOK SHORT FROM WORKMAN), A COLUMNIST 
AND FEATURE WRITER FOR THE ORANGE COUNTY 
REGISTER AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS AND CAN 
BE FOUND ON THE WEB AT  
WWW.COOKINGJEWISH.COM.
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“The plum 
sauce partners 
perfectly with 
these rich BBQ 

chops.” 

COOKING JEWISH
Lifestyle
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Tahini BBQ Lamb Chops 
with Fresh Plums and  
Spiced Plum Sauce

A feast for 4–6A feast for 4–6

2 racks of lamb, divided into 12 to 14 single chops 2 racks of lamb, divided into 12 to 14 single chops 
3½ ounces baby red chard (or lamb’s lettuce)  ounces baby red chard (or lamb’s lettuce) 
4 plums, halved and stones removed 4 plums, halved and stones removed 

For the tahini BBQ sauce: For the tahini BBQ sauce: 
5¼ ounces tahini paste5¼ ounces tahini paste
1 clove garlic, peeled and minced1 clove garlic, peeled and minced
2 salted anchovies, chopped2 salted anchovies, chopped
1 teaspoon pul biber chili flakes (or Allepo)1 teaspoon pul biber chili flakes (or Allepo)
2 tablespoons pomegranate molasses2 tablespoons pomegranate molasses
3½ fluid ounces water, plus more if needed  fluid ounces water, plus more if needed 
1 teaspoon flaky sea salt 1 teaspoon flaky sea salt 

For the spiced plum sauce: For the spiced plum sauce: 
6 plums, cut into 8ths and stones removed6 plums, cut into 8ths and stones removed
1¾ ounces sugar1¾ ounces sugar
1 clove garlic1 clove garlic
1 whole dried chili, cracked in half and seeds shaken out 1 whole dried chili, cracked in half and seeds shaken out 
1 teaspoon Szechuan pepper 1 teaspoon Szechuan pepper 
1 bay leaf1 bay leaf
3 tablespoons pomegranate molasses 3 tablespoons pomegranate molasses 
½ teaspoon flaky sea salt teaspoon flaky sea salt
1 tablespoon red wine vinegar 1 tablespoon red wine vinegar 

 1.  Use a stick blender or small food processor to blitz BBQ 
sauce ingredients to a smooth, thick paste. You may need to add 
a little more water to reach the desired custard-like consistency, 
depending on the variety of tahini.
 2.  Put plum wedges, sugar, garlic, spices, bay leaf and 
pomegranate molasses in small frying pan, place over high heat 
and bring to a boil. Cook 5 minutes until plums soften and start 
falling apart, then remove from heat and stir in salt and vinegar. 
 3.  When ready to cook, brush half the BBQ sauce over chops, 
coating both sides. You will need remainder to brush on chops as 
they grill. Place chops on rack above a hot BBQ. Grill 2 minutes, 
turn them over, and brush with more sauce. Grill another 2 
minutes before turning them back over and basting again. 
Repeat the grill-turn-baste process until chops have cooked a 
total of 6 minutes on each side. Remove to serving platter with 
baby chard spread over it. 
 4.  Pop plum halves on BBQ, cut-side down. Grill a minute or so 
just to warm them a little, then add to platter with chops. Serve 
with plum sauce on the side.

Soft-Centered Chocolate 
Teacup Cakes

Sugar, for dusting (optional)Sugar, for dusting (optional)
½ stick (4 tablespoons) unsalted butter, cut into chunks stick (4 tablespoons) unsalted butter, cut into chunks
5 ounces bittersweet chocolate, coarsely chopped, + 2 5 ounces bittersweet chocolate, coarsely chopped, + 2 
ounces bittersweet or milk chocolate, cut into 8 piecesounces bittersweet or milk chocolate, cut into 8 pieces
3 large eggs, at room temperature3 large eggs, at room temperature
½ cup confectioners sugar, sifted cup confectioners sugar, sifted
2 tablespoons all-purpose flour or  2 tablespoons all-purpose flour or  
1 tablespoon cornstarch1 tablespoon cornstarch

 1.  Center rack in oven and preheat to 400°F. Butter four 
6-ounce oven proof teacups or coffee cups, or use ramekins or 
custard cups. If you’d like a teensy bit of crunch, dust interior 
of cups with granulated sugar. Place cups on baking sheet 
lined with parchment paper or silicone baking mat.
 2.  Put butter and the 5 ounces chopped chocolate in 
heatproof bowl set over pan of simmering water, and heat, 
stirring occasionally, until butter and chocolate are melted 
but not so hot that they separate. When stirred together, 
mixture should be thick, smooth and shiny. Remove bowl 
from heat and set aside.
 3.  Working in bowl of stand mixer fitted with paddle 
attachment, or in large bowl with hand mixer, whip eggs and 
confectioners’ sugar at medium-high speed about 5 minutes 
until eggs are pale and have increased in volume. Reduce 
speed to low and blend in flour. Switch to flexible spatula 
and gently blend in melted chocolate mixture, stirring until 
completely incorporated.  
 4.  Divide half the batter among the cups. Drop in chocolate 
chunks (2 pieces in each cup) and top with remaining batter.  
 5.  Bake cakes 10 to 12 minutes. At 10 minutes, edges, 
tops and a thin section of bottoms of cakes will be set and 
centers will be super runny. At 12 minutes, set sections will be 
thicker and centers will be just a tad less runny. The cakes are 
wonderful either way. Transfer cups to rack and let cakes rest 
5 to 10 minutes. You want them hot but not dangerous to eat.

Soft-Centered Soft-Centered 
Chocolate Chocolate 
Teacup CakesTeacup Cakes

MAKE
ME!

EASY TO FOLLOW
RECIPE

 COOKING JEWISH
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 OUR COMMUNITY

TBI PRESCHOOL EXPANDS ITS MISSION AND REBRANDS 

Many exciting changes 
are happening at 
Temple Beth Israel 
Preschool, including 
the announcement 

of the renaming as “Tree of Life 
Children’s Center at TBI.”  The school 
remains committed to the successful 
developmental philosophy that has 
guided it for over three decades - 
meeting children where they are and 
helping them thrive.   
    This philosophy also extends to 
engaging families and building 
community  as Temple Beth Israel 
continues to welcome children from all 
faiths in the surrounding community. 
Hundreds of local families of diverse 
backgrounds have developed lasting 
relationships which started when their 
children attended preschool at TBI. This 
tradition will continue and move forward at the Tree of 
Life Children’s Center. 
    Another transition will be taking place at the school 
as long-time Preschool Director, Deborah Pruitt, 
announced her retirement as of July 1. Temple Beth 
Israel is excited to welcome the new Director, Robin 
McConnell, who will take the reins of the Tree of Life 
Children’s Center at that time. 
    Reflecting on her time as Preschool Director, Pruitt 
states, “My 32 years at the preschool has been an 
amazing experience. I move into retirement feeling 
confident that the school is in great hands and that 
it will continue to offer a rich nurturing learning 
environment now and in the future. I am thrilled that 
Robin, who’s already had so much success at our school, 
will be taking the helm at Tree of Life Children’s Center.” 
    Pruitt said she was especially proud that the TBI 
Preschool was able to successfully reopen in August 
2020 and that by following best practices during the 
pandemic, not one child or staff member contracted  
Covid-19; a record that the school intends to keep by 
continuing to follow public agency guidelines and best 
practices moving forward.  
    McConnell was a loved and respected lead teacher 
at TBI Preschool from 2012 to 2018 where she planned 
and implemented the play-based curriculum for two-
to-three-year-olds. Her strong commitment to the 
field of early childhood education is evident as she 
both taught preschool and was Adjunct Faculty in the 

Human Development Program at Pacific Oaks College.  
More recently, McConnell was the Early Childhood 
Program Director for the Family YMCA of the Desert, Palm 
Desert where she was responsible for three preschool sites 
of 60-100 children each. 
    “I am delighted to return to TBI Preschool as Director of 
the Tree of Life Children’s Center and just love the name. 
The six years I was lead teacher were among the most 
enriching of my career. Carrying Deborah’s legacy into 
the future is an honor and I look forward to welcoming 
hundreds of families into our Children’s Center during the 
next few years,” added McConnell.   
    Becoming Director of the Tree of Life Children’s Center 
at Temple Beth Israel gives McConnell the opportunity to 
work closely with families and teachers as they collaborate 
to provide children with the best possible developmental 
environment. In addition, she looks forward to working 
together with the entire TBI community. 
    “We are thrilled to welcome new and returning families 
who will benefit from expanded hours and options,” said 
Christine Akin, incoming TBI Vice President of Education. 
“Our new schedule is now more flexible, including 2, 3, or 
5 days a week plus half, extended, and full-day programs.”  
The Temple community is excited about our new direction 
and leadership. 
    For more information, visit our website at  
www.treeoflifePomona.com.  

BY JOAN GERARD

JOAN GERARD IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER TO JLIFE MAGAZINE. 

AS THE “TREE OF LIFE CHILDREN’S CENTER” 
Continuing to Welcome Children of All Faiths
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Keeping our 
Community Connected  
We applaud our 
community and the 
tremendous effort to 
transition to virtual 
events. If you have a 
virtual event that you 
would like to share 
please send an email to 
federation@jewishsgpv.
org
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TUESDAYS
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
(Every First Tuesday  
of the Month)  
Caffeine for the Soul - 
Chabad Women’s Circle, CIE  
 
7:00 - 8:00 PM 
Zoom Spiritual Nourishment 
and Connection with Rabbi 
Rick Schechter, TSG 
 
7:30 - 8:30 PM 
(Every week until  
September 14, 2021) 
Weekly Torah Study, TSO

THURSDAYS
3:00 - 4:00 PM 
Rabbi Carrier’s “Ask Me 
Anything” live on Facebook, 
YouTube, and Twitch, PJTC 
 
7:30 - 9:00 PM 
(Every week until  
September 16, 2021) 
Judaic Studies, TSO

FRIDAYS
7:30 - 8:30 PM
(Every week until  
December 25, 2021) 
Kabbalat Shabbat  
Services, TSO 
 
7:30 PM
Shabbat Service, PJTC  
7:30 - 8:30 PM 
Virtual Shabbat Services, 
BSW

SATURDAYS
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
(Every week until  
December 25, 2021) 
Shabbat Shachrit  
Services, TSO  
 
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
(Every week until  
July 31, 2021)  
Virtual Shabbat Services, 
TBE

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Temple Ami Shalom 
Shabbat Service In-Person, 
TAS  
 
SUNDAYS
10:00 AM - 11:30 AM
(Every week until  
October 10, 2021)  
Hebrew/Sunday School, 
TSO  
 
TUESDAY, JULY 6 - 
THURSDAY, JULY 8  
& SUNDAY, JULY 11 
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM  
Auditions: Scapino! 
(JFSGPV) 
 
MONDAY, JULY 19 - 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 6 
Camp Gan Shalom
(See info box for more 
details) 

Beth Shalom
of Whittier (BSW)
www.
bethshalomofwhittier.net 
 

B’nai Simcha
Community Preschool
www.bnaisimcha.org 

Chabad of Arcadia
(CoA)
www.jewisharcadia.com

Chabad of Pasadena
(CoP)
www.chabadpasadena.
com 

Chabad of the
Inland Empire (CIE)
www.
chabadinlandempire.com

Congregation Hugat
Haverim (CHH)
www.hugathaverim.com 

Jewish Federation
of SGPV
(JFSGPV)
www.jewishsgpv.org

Pasadena Jewish
Academy (PJA)
www. 
pasadenajewishacademy.
com

Pasadena Jewish
Temple & Center (PJTC)
www.pjtc.net

Temple Ami Shalom
(TAS)
https://templeamishalom.
org/

Temple Beth Israel of
Pomona (TBI)
www.tbipomona.org

Temple Beth David of
the San Gabriel Valley
(TBD)
www.templebd.com

Temple Beth Israel of
Highland Park and Eagle
Rock (TBILA)
www.tbila.org

Temple B’nai Emet (TBE)
www.templebnaiemet.org 

Temple Sinai of 
Glendale
(TSG)
http://temple-sinai.net

Temple Beth Israel
(TBI)
www.tbipomona.org

Temple Sholom of
Ontario (TSO)
www.
templesholomofontario.
org 

 COMMUNITY 
 CALENDAR

All events listed here 
are virtual unless 
otherwise noted. 
Please visit www.
jewishsgpv.org/
virtual-calendar for 
details.
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Mid- July 2021 to Mid-August 2021

CAMP GAN SHALOM 2021
• WHERE JUDAISM COMES ALIVE!

• WHAT: IN PERSON1, KEHILLA (K- 5TH)  & CIT (9TH- 10TH)

• WHEN: JULY 19 - AUGUST 6 (WEEKS 6-8)

• WHERE: TEMPLE BETH ISRAEL OF POMONA 

3033 N. TOWNE AVENUE, POMONA
1 STRICT COVID- 19 PROTOCOLS WILL BE FOLLOWED

• TO REGISTER & FOR MORE INFO PLEASE VISIT: WWW.JEWISHSGPV.ORG
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 NEWS 
& JEWS

SGPV Jewish Scene | July 2021

 By Sam Sokol

    Marvin and Zippora Hyman were married for nearly half a 
century and as inseparable in life as they were in death. 
    The couple died of COVID-19 within 24 hours of each other. 
Marvin died on March 29 at 92. Zippora died the following day 
at 75. 
    A retired airplane mechanic, Marvin came down with a fever 
in late March. Zippora, a former travel agent who worked for 
the now-defunct airline TWA, got one several days later. While 
Marvin was cared for at home by his daughter, Dana Stern, 
Zippora went to the hospital, which is where she received a 
telephone call informing her that Marvin had died. 
    The next day, while pulling into her driveway after attending 
her father’s funeral, Dana received a phone call of her own 
notifying her that her mother had died as well.   
     “My parents would have been married 50 years in 
September,” Dana said. “They were very close. My mother really 
couldn’t live without my father. They were really connected. 
Whenever my father didn’t feel well, my mother didn’t feel 
well.” 
    One of four children, Marvin Hyman was born in Brooklyn 
in 1927 and raised in the Bronx. His Depression-era childhood 

In Memoriam 
Marvin and Zippora Hyman,  
92 and 75, travel lovers  
married for 49 years

was difficult, full of financial struggles and the pain 
of losing his own father at age 14. 
    A great lover of airplanes, Marvin attended New 
York’s Aviation High School, where he learned the 
skills which would enable a lifelong career as an 
aircraft mechanic. Drafted into the military during 
the Korean War, he served his time in uniform 
stateside and after being discharged went to work 
as a helicopter mechanic for New York Airways. 
    In 1969, during a visit to Israel, Marvin met 25-
year old Zippora, an Australian immigrant from 
Melbourne who had made aliyah several years 
before. The couple corresponded after Marvin 
returned to New York. They eventually married and 
settled on Long Island. 
    Zippora “loved travel and once she was with my 
dad, who loved airplanes, that really became their 
life,” Dana recalled. “Everything in our house was 
TWA.” 
    Marvin could often be found in the basement 
building model airplanes. Zippora spent much of 
her non-working time in the kitchen, trying recipes 
from her hundreds of cookbooks and planning 
her next get-together. She was, Dana recalled, “a 
friendly and social baker who would just take you 
off the street and offer you lunch.”

While not traditionally religious, Marvin insisted 
on providing his children with a Jewish education, 
enrolling them in a Modern Orthodox day school. 
Despite persistent money troubles, he defended 
his decision, telling his daughter that he wanted a 
school where she could learn “to be a good Jewish 
girl.” 
    “He had a very strong connection to the morality 
of Judaism [and] the history,” Dana said. “[He] would 
say to me that no matter how hard you try to forget 
that you’re Jewish, there will always be someone to 
remind you.”   

28 JULY 2010 @JLIFE
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LAST WORDLAST WORD

“There is no better  “There is no better  
exercise for your heart exercise for your heart 

than reaching down and than reaching down and 
helping to lift someone helping to lift someone 

up.”up.”  
— Bernard Meltzer— Bernard Meltzer
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